Assessment of 35mer amino-modified oligonucleotide based microarray with bacterial samples.
Parallel quantification of a large number of messenger RNA transcripts, using microarray technology, promises to provide unsuspected information about many cellular processes. Although experimental protocols on microarray applications are available, only limited methodological information on glass-slide manufacturing and signal interpretation has been published. The aim of this paper is to provide new insights into the practical aspects of the construction and hybridization of oligonucleotide-based microarrays. The intracellular symbiotic bacterium of aphids, Buchnera aphidicola, is used here as a model organism. The first part of the work is devoted to the optimization of procedures for printing slides, labeling of cDNA targets and hybridization. In the second part, based on a statistical analysis of the results, we discuss the influence of the probe attachment chemistry, of the labeling method, of the oligonucleotide position and of the concentration of a spotted oligonucleotide on signal intensity. The problem of signal specificity is also addressed, based on the calculation of the fluorescent ratio for each probe to its corresponding mismatch control probe. Lastly, the selection of internal spiked RNAs appropriate to our bacterial samples and useful for the data normalization step is presented.